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Abstract. We consider two novel representations and feature extraction
schemes for automatic recognition of emotion related facial expressions.
In one scheme facial landmark points are tracked over successive video
frames using an effective detector and tracker to extract landmark trajec-
tories. Features are extracted from landmark trajectories using Indepen-
dent Component Analysis (ICA) method. In the alternative scheme, the
evolution of the emotion expression on the face is captured by stacking
normalized and aligned faces into a spatiotemporal face cube. Emotion
descriptors are then 3D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) features from
this prism or DCT & ICA features. Several classifier configurations are
used and their performance determined in detecting the 6 basic emo-
tions. Decision fusion applied to classifiers improved the recognition per-
formance of best classifier by 9 percentage points. The proposed method
was evaluated user independently on the Cohn-Kanade facial expres-
sion database and a state-of-the-art 95.34 % recognition performance is
achieved.
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1 Introduction

The human face is a rich source of nonverbal information. Indeed, not only it
is the source of identity information but it also provides clues to understand
social feelings and can be instrumental in revealing mental states via social
signals. Facial expressions form a significant part of human social interaction.
Automatic understanding of emotions from face images is instrumental in the
design of affective human computer interfaces. Next generation human-computer
interfaces will be empowered with the capability to recognize and to respond to
nonverbal communication clues [1–4]. Dynamic approaches to detect emotions
use spatiotemporal information extracted from the image sequences [5–10]. that
consists of the changes in the landmark configuration as well changes in the
textures appearance of the faces.

In this study, we consider two types of data representation for emotion anal-
ysis, the first one being facial landmark trajectories, the second one being the
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evolution of the face texture patches. Discriminative features are extracted from
these two face representations for the automatic facial expression recognition.
Based on these features we develop a novel algorithm for automatic classifica-
tion of emotional expressions in the face.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly review related
works. Section 3 describes the data representation types and extracted features.
Section 4 presents the experimental results of the proposed algorithms. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Related Work

There are a number of different paradigms to recognize automatically the emotion
corresponding a facial expression [3, 5, 7, 11–13]. A well established approach at-
tempts to identify Action Units (AUs) [7, 8, 13] based on Facial Action Coding
System (FACS) [14]. The facial behavior is decomposed and analyzed in terms of
46 action units (AUs), each of which is anatomically related to the individual facial
muscles. Various combinations of these distinctive AUs are capable of represent-
ing a sufficiently large number of facial expressions. Another relevant paradigm
is to model the appearance changes of the whole face or selected subregions by
extracting discriminative features. For example, Tian [15] investigated the effects
of different image resolutions for facial expression recognition by using geomet-
ric features and appearance-based features. Geometric features were extracted by
tracking facial features which represented the shape and location of facial compo-
nents e.g., mouth, eyes, brows, nose etc. Features were obtained by Gabor filtering
applied on the difference images between neutral and expression faces. Similar to
Tian’s study [15], Bartlett et al. [11] also used Gabor filters for appearance based
feature extraction from the still images. They obtained their best recognition re-
sults by selecting a subset of Gabor filters using AdaBoost and then training Sup-
port Vector Machines on the outputs of the filters selected by AdaBoost.

In addition to Gabor filters, which are robust to illumination changes and
detect face edges on multiple scales and with different orientations, Local Binary
Patterns (LBP) [16], Volumetric Local Binary Patterns (VLBP) [6] and Haar-
like features [10] were also used for facial expression recognition and promising
results were obtained.

In Zhao’s study [6] the face was treated as a 3D volumetric data, and mo-
tion and appearance were jointly modeled by VLBP. Finally SVM classifiers
were trained using the extracted VLBP features. Yang et al. [10] used dynamic
Haar-like features extracted from manually aligned faces to capture the temporal
characteristics of facial expressions, and used them to train a classifier via Ad-
aboost. Shan [16] studied facial representation based on LBP features for facial
expression recognition. They examined different machine learning methods, in-
cluding template matching, SVM, LDA, and the linear programming technique
on LBP features. They obtained their best results with Boosted-LBP by learn-
ing the most discriminative LBP features with AdaBoost, and the recognition
performance of different classifiers were improved by using the Boosted-LBP
features.
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Zhou and et. al proposed an unsupervised temporal segmentation and cluster-
ing algorithm, Aligned Cluster Analysis (ACA) for dynamic facial event analysis,
and a multi-subject correspondence algorithm for matching expressions [17]. Fa-
cial landmarks are tracked via person specific AAMs and shape and appearance
features are extracted from upper and lower half of face. The experiments are
conducted on naturally occuring RU-FACS [18] and Cohn-Kanade databases
[19].

3 Data Representation and Feature Types

3.1 Facial Expression Database

In principle, facial expressions should be analyzed on spontaneously collected
face videos [3, 20]. However, most of the spontaneous facial expression databases
are not open for public use [18, 21] and manual labeling of spontaneous and
naturally displayed facial emotions is difficult and error prone. Hence, we had
to evaluate our facial expression recognition method on the well known and
widely used CohnKanade database [19]. The database consists of 100 university
students ranging in age from 18 to 30 years who enacted among many others,
the six prototypical emotions, i.e., anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise.
Image sequences showing the evolution of the emotion from neutral state to
target level were digitized into 640 x 480 pixel arrays with 8-bit precision for
gray scale values. The video rate is 30 frames per second.

The relevant part of the database for our work has 322 image sequences involv-
ing 92 subjects portraying the six basic emotions. The distribution of videos into
the 6 emotion classes is not uniform and is given Tables 3 and 4. To guarantee
that the reported results are practically person independent, first, we partitioned
the dataset into ten groups of roughly equal number of subjects and sequences.
Then, we applied ten fold cross validation testing where each fold included novel
subjects.

3.2 Data Representation

We used two feature extraction schemes: i) Landmark trajectories; ii) Spatiotem-
poral cubes of face sequences. In order to process face videos in either feature
scheme, we used both spatial normalization and temporal normalization. For
spatial normalization we calculate the distance between eye inner corners (eye
inner corner distance - EID), scale the face to a standard size and crop an m x
n (typically 64 x 48 and 64 x 32) region of interest, as shown in Figure 1. The
temporal normalization is realized by resampling trajectories to a fixed number
of frames.

Spatiotemporal Prism of Face Sequences. Facial landmarks tracked across
video frames enable us to align the faces and size normalize them. The most
informative region of the face is cropped and these cropped patches are stacked
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Fig. 1. Facial landmarks to be detected and the cropped face region. The cropped area
is dimensioned according to the EID : (Distance between eye inner corners)

in time to form a 3D face prism. The formation of this prism is illustrated in
Figure 2 and we denote this array of mxnxT voxels by V . We apply the resample
function to the pixels of aligned face pixels to obtain a T-long pixel trajectory,
independent of the actual duration of the emotion sequence.

Landmark Trajectories. Our automatic landmark detection algorithm marks
a number (F) of facial landmark points tracks them over successive video frames
[22] (Figure 3). The detection algorithm consists of block DCT-features trained
with SVM classifiers and a graph incorporating statistical face configuration;
the tracking algorithm uses adaptive templates, Kalman predictor and subspace
regularization.

Once the landmark coordinates are extracted from all frames of the video
shot, the landmark coordinate data is organized as a 2FxT matrix P . Each row
of the P matrix represents the time sequence of the x or y coordinates of one of
the F landmarks. In order to obtain landmark coordinates independent from the
initial position of the head, the first column is subtracted from all other columns
of P , so that we only consider the relative landmark displacements with respect
to the first frame. This presupposes that the landmark estimates in the first
frame of the sequence are reliable. Since duration of emotion videos is variable
depending on the emotion type and upon the actor, we normalized the length
of the landmark trajectories by using the ”resample” function of Matlab so that
all sequence data corresponding to some expression video shot had length. The
resulting spatiotemporal data matrix P which can also be regarded as a 2D
intensity image, where rows correspond to landmark coordinates and columns
correspond to normalized time index. In our study we chose T as 16. Notice that
the frame lengths of the image sequences in the Cohn − Kanade database vary
from 9 to 47 frames. In our work we used 17 landmarks as illustrated in Figure
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a spatiotemporal prism over a three-frame instance. There is a
total of 21 blocks of size 16x16 extracted from the video shot. The blocks overlap by
50%.

3 which resulted in F = 34 coordinates. At this stage we have two types of
representation of videos: trajectory matrix P34xT and spatiotemporal face prism
VmxnxT . Either representation enables the use of subspace projections for feature
extraction and classification. In this work we experimented with Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) due to its good energy compaction property and which can
serve the purpose of summarizing and capturing the video content. Other model-
based transforms such as Gabor and data-driven transforms such as PCA, ICA
and NMF will be explored in a future work.

3.3 Features from Spatiotemporal Face Prism

We consider both global and local 3D DCT transform of the V voxel at two
different resolutions in order to investigate the performance of these two forms
(local and global features) on expression classification. Martinez recently studied
the effect of local and global view-based algorithms on expression variant face
matching task [23].

The details of global and local feature extraction and classification methods
are as follows:

Global 3D DCT transform: In this case, 3D DCT is applied to the whole 3D
face prism V of sizes 64 x 48 x 16 and 64 x 32 x 16. This results in 3-D
DCT arrays containing, respectively 49152 and 32768 coefficients. We have
selected low-frequency DCT coefficients using 3D zigzag order (excluding
the DC term) and and ordered them as a feature vector. Using 3D zigzag
scan order we selected low order DCT coefficients with i, j, k indices such
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the 17 tracked facial landmarks on a sample image sequence

that 1 ¡ i +j+ k ¡= c. We determined c as 13 which roughly corresponds to
280 DCT coefficients of the face prism data. Notice that the selected DCT
coefficients include only 0.5% and 0.8% of all coefficients.

Block-based (local) 3D DCT transform: Here we consider sub-prisms of the
spatio-temporal V matrix. A sub-prism consists of a 16x16 block on the face
plane as was illustrated in Figure 2, and of the total temporal length T .
Thus in fact sub-prisms become with this choice of dimensions 16x16x16
cubes, and each such cube is subjected to DCT. Notice that since the face
blocks overlap by 50% the face is covered by B=7x5=35 blocks for the 64x48
sized crop and by B=7x3=21 blocks for the 64 x 32 sized crop. The 163 DCT
coefficients are zigzag scanned and the first 280 DCT coefficients are selected
from each transform cube. Finally the selected DCT coefficients of all cubes
are concatenated into a single vector to serve as a feature vector q with
dimension 280 x B.

The outcome of the DCT transform (global or local) is a set of transform vectors,
one from each emotion sequence. In the case of global transform, the vectors
of selected DCT coefficients forms the feature vector itself that is , the 280-
dimensional global 3D DCT coefficients. In the case of local transforms, the
DCT coefficient dimensionality is excessive (Bx280, i.e., 9800 = 280x35 or 5880 =
280x21), hence must be reduced. In order to use subspace methods, we organized
the ensemble of vectors into a data matrix, Q having Bx280 rows and r columns
equal to the set of training videos. We obtain feature vectors for each emotion
video by using Independent Component Analysis [24] algorithm. The data matrix
is decomposed as

Q = W.F (1)

W is the set ICA basis vectors and F their independent mixing coefficients. Prior
to ICA, the row dimension of the Q matrix was reduced from 9800 (or 5880,
respectively) to 200 via PCA, and this dimension was experimentally shown to
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Fig. 4. (a)Illustration of global DCT coefficients (dimension is reduced with MDS).
Each color represents a different expression class. (b)Disgust and happy classes, (c)
Sad and fear classes, (d) Surprised and happy classes.

yield the best results. Notice that, 200 ICA features is 0.4% and 0.6% of the
number of calculated DCT coefficients.

When a test vector arrives, its feature vector q is extracted and it is demixed
via the pseudoinverse of W , W+, and the distance of the resulting mixing vec-
tor f = W+q is measured with respect to the training set of mixing coefficient
vectors in F . Figure 4 illustrates the discriminative property of global DCT
coefficients. One can see that, disgust-happy, sad-fear and surprised-happy ex-
pression pairs can be discriminated by looking at the figures.

3.4 Feature Extraction from Landmark Trajectory Matrix

We apply ICA [24] to the landmark trajectory matrix P in order to extract
discriminative and sparse features for different expressions. We vectorize each
trajectory matrix, P , to form a column vector q of length 34x16 (544) by by
lexicographical ordering of the matrix elements. The resulting QP = [q1q2 . . . qr]
544xr matrix represents the ensemble of training data, where r is again the
number of training expressions. Prior to ICA algorithm, the columns of QP are
reduced to dimension 20 via PCA algorithm.

3.5 Classifiers for Emotion Videos and Their Fusion

Whatever the extracted features, we used a modified nearest neighbor (MNN)
classifier is used. The MNN classifier with one neighbor consists of the sum of the
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Table 1. Data types and extracted features (P :landmark trajectory matrix, V : spa-
tiotemporal face prism)

Data Type Spatiotemporal Features
(Dimension)

Feature Subspace Reduced
Dimension

Landmark Trajecto-
ries

normalized P matrix
(34x16)

ICA (20 x 1)

V matrix (64x48x16) local block based 3D
DCT (280 x 35 blocks)

ICA (200 x 1)

V matrix (64x48x16) global 3D DCT of V - (280 x 1)
V matrix (64x32x16) local block based 3D

DCT (280 x 21 blocks)
ICA (200 x 1)

V matrix (64x32x16) global 3D DCT of V - (280 x 1)

minimum and median distances. In other words, distances of the feature vector
of a test video are computed to all training vectors in each expression class, and
quite stable results are obtained by summing the minimum and the median of
these distances. Finally, the test expression is assigned the label of the minimum
distance class.

Since we considered more than one feature set and several classifier parameter
settings, we experimented with fusion schemes and found them quite advanta-
geous. We observed that decision level fusion improves the classification perfor-
mance significantly. In this study, the decision level fusion is implemented by
summing the similarity scores of different classifiers. We used five different fea-
ture sets as summarized in Table 1. In the similarity score fusion, the class with
highest summed similarity score is chosen as the winner. We applied unit-norm
normalization to the similarity scores of the classifiers.

4 Experimental Results

We tested our facial expression recognition algorithm on the Cohn−Kanade fa-
cial expression database [19]. Experiments are conducted using leave-one-group-
out cross-validation testing scheme. The recognition results reported in this
study are computed as the average of the 10-fold testing. We designated five
classifiers to take roles in fusion scheme. All these classifiers (Table 2)use MNN
classification, but otherwise differ in the data representation and the features
extracted:

Individual performances of the classifiers over expression categories are rep-
resented in Table 3. It is observed that global 3D DCT coefficients surpass the
performance of other features and classifiers. Table 4 summarizes the confusion
matrix obtained by fusing the similarity scores of the five classifiers with dif-
ferent feature and data types. Table 4 demonstrates that the score fusion of
the five classifiers (Table 2) increases the overall facial expression recognition
performance to 95.34 % where as the best individual classifier achieves only
86.3% recognition accuracy. Table 5 compares the recognition performance of
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Table 2. Designed classifiers and their features

Classifier - I: 20 ICA coefficients of landmark trajectory matrice P
Classifier - II: 280 global 3D DCT coefficients of V64x32x16

Classifier - III: 280 global 3D DCT coefficients of V64x48x16

Classifier - IV: 200 ICA features extracted from 3D DCT coefficients of
face blocks of V64x32x16 (280 x 21 DCT coefficients re-
duced to 200 ICA )

Classifier - V: 200 ICA features extracted from 3D DCT coefficients of
face blocks of V64x48x16 (280 x 35 DCT coefficients re-
duced to 200 ICA )

Table 3. Comparative results of individual classifiers

Class Surprise Happiness Sadness Fear Disgust Anger Total
# of sequences 70 83 49 45 40 35 322

Classifier - I 84.3 80.7 87.8 46.7 87.5 77.14 78.3
Classifier - II 94.3 100 85.7 51.1 87.5 77.14 85.7
Classifier - III 95.7 97.6 81.6 57.8 90 80 86.3
Classifier - IV 85.7 80.7 83.7 80 92.5 82.9 83.9
Classifier - V 87.1 78.3 79.6 84.4 90 85.7 83.5

our fusion approach and those of alternative methods in the literature, all be-
ing conducted on Cohn−Kanade facial expression database. Although we can-
not make direct and fair comparisons among these alternative approaches due
to different experimental setups and preprocessing conditions (e.g., manual or
automatic registration and alignment of face images), nevertheless the scores
gives an overall picture of relative performances. Presently our approach gives
the second best reported overall recognition results on the Cohn-Kanade facial
expression database. Notice that our proposed expression recognition system
achieves slightly better recognition rates for surprise, happiness, sadness and
disgust expressions when compared with Zhao’s [6] recognition rates with the
same expressions. Note that In Zhou’s study [17] 112 sequences from 30 ran-
domly selected subjects of Cohn-Kanade database is used for classification of
5 expression classes (happy, sad, fear angry and surprise), and they achieved
95.9% classification accuracy.

Table 4. Confusion matrix of the 6 facial expression classes with decision fusion (av-
erage recognition rate 95.34)

Surprise Happiness Sadness Fear Disgust Anger

Surprise 100

Happiness 97.6 1.2 1.2

Sadness 98 2

Fear 2.2 6.7 86.7 4.4

Disgust 2.5 95 2.5

Anger 2.9 2.9 5.6 88.6
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Table 5. Performance comparison with alternative methods from the literature. Since
experimental conditions vary, albeit slightly, we report for each method the number of
subjects (#P), the number of sequences (#S) and the number of classes analyzed (#
C) (SI:Subject Independent; LOSO: leave-one-subject-out)

ref. Zhao07 [6] Shan09 [16] Yang09 [10] Tian04 [15] Bartlett05 [11] Ours
(P,S,C) (97,374,6) (96,320,7) (96,300,6) (97,375,6) (90,313,7) (92,322,6)
test 10-fold SI 10-fold SI 1-fold SI 10-fold LOSO SI 10-fold SI

Surprise 98.65 92.5 99.8 − − 100
Happiness 96.04 90.1 99.1 − − 97.6
Sadness 95.89 61.2 97.8 − − 97.8
Fear 94.64 70 91.6 − − 86.7
Disgust 94.74 92.5 94.1 − − 95
Anger 97.88 66.6 97.3 − − 88.6
Neutral − 95.2 − − −
Total 96.26 95.1(6 class) − 94 93.8 95.34

92.6(7 class)

We observed that fear and anger expressions are the most difficult categories
for the classification. One of the reason is that, when we check the annotations
made by different research groups it is found that annotators are not always agree
for the label of fear and anger videos. The same expression video is inferred as
different emotional expressions from different observers. Therefore, interpreta-
tion of fear and anger expressions is not an easy task even for humans.

We have the following observations:

– Global DCT features can discriminate the happiness and surprise expressions
better than local block based DCT features. This is evidenced by classifiers II
and III in Table 2 which have significantly higher performance among the six.
Their average on the two positive emotions is 97.5% and 96.65% respectively.
We can conjecture that these expressions cause relatively holistic changes on
the face.

– Local block-based DCT features, in contrast, are more effective for the clas-
sification of negative expressions such as fear and anger, the two which are
most often confused. The average performance of classifiers V and VI on the
four negative emotions are 84.8% and 84.9% respectively. Thus partition-
ing the face into 21 or 35 blocks enables more local information capture to
discriminate subtle local appearance changes.

– We observe that spatiotemporal 3D DCT features provide better overall
recognition performance than landmark coordinate features. In fact, the av-
erage score of the former is 84.9% while that of the landmarks is 78.3%. The
only exception is that the landmark coordinate features recognize sadness
class slightly better than the 3D DCT features.
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– Decision fusion of the classifiers is beneficial in that overall recognition rate
is improves by 9 percentage points vis--vis the best individual classifier,
Classifier III. Apparently all individual classifiers have a net contribution to
the decision fusion.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this study we have introduced two novel facial expression recognition al-
gorithms. The first approach analyzes expressions using a spatiotemporal prism
consisting of temporal juxtaposition of aligned faces. The second approach forms
vectors from several landmark trajectories and projects them onto the ICA sub-
space. The method based on DCT coefficients of the spatiotemporal prism is
found superior to that based on subspace projection of landmark trajectories.
Finally fusion of a variety of classifiers at different parameter settings and/or
operating on different data modalities improves the overall emotion recognition
accuracy significantly.

The next step of our study will be to evaluate the performance of our proposed
algorithm on real world situations where expressions are spontaneously and nat-
urally occurring. Spontaneous emotional facial expressions include head motions
and facial expressions. The analysis of expressions under head pose has only
recently been addressed in the literature. We conjecture that facial landmark
based scheme will more successful in tracking expressions head movements and
while the spatiotemporal prism will still be instrumental in interpreting plas-
tic deformations of the face due to expressions. One can also envision the use
of boosting algorithms, e.g., Adaboost, for the selection of appropriate features
from the plethora of given ones.
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